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Return to Bretton Woods
Bretton Woods is a resort in the mountains of New Hampshire that was made famous by a
series of meetings of world leaders and economists in 1944. Nine months before the last of
Hitler’s V-2 rockets struck Britain, 730 delegates from the 44 Allied Nations congregated in
Bretton Woods to create a new world order, including a monetary system that could resolve
the festering economic consequences of the First World War and the Great Depression.
Under the Bretton Woods Agreement, the world’s currencies would be pegged to the U.S.
dollar and central banks would be able to exchange dollars for gold at a set price of $35 per
ounce. It was this arrangement that firmly established the U.S. dollar as the global reserve
currency. The system worked relatively well for almost three decades (1944-1971). During
that time, Bretton Woods’ member states achieved increasing levels of trade, economic
cooperation, and initially, a period of relative price stability.
The trouble with the system was that global central banks had pegged their currencies at low
levels to support exports to the U.S. This led to the accumulation of massive dollar reserves
in the hands of foreign central banks. These dollars were used to buy interest-bearing
U.S. Treasuries. The structural imbalance, which resulted in ever growing dollars reserves,
created problems that would ultimately compromise the very existence of Bretton Woods.
Today, global central banks are once again managing the exchange values of their currencies
relative to the dollar to ensure export competitiveness. Just as pressure mounted as a result
of the accumulation of large Treasury reserves by foreign central banks under Bretton Woods,
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today, ever-expanding dollar-denominated reserves on central bank balance sheets around
the world threaten global price stability and even dollar hegemony. Though a reversal of
this unsustainable pattern is not imminent, the ultimate consequences could be even more
severe than the precedent set 41 years ago.
By understanding the demise of Bretton Woods, we gain a better handle on how today’s
global monetary arrangement may result in a period of relative price stability in the short-run
followed by a rapid depreciation in the purchasing power of currencies on a global scale.
An historical perspective provides the framework to better understand the current monetary
system and the impact these policies have on investment portfolios.

The Golden Years of Bretton Woods
At the outset of Bretton Woods, the value of the United States’ gold reserves relative to the
monetary base, known as the gold coverage ratio, was approximately 75%. This helped to
support the dollar as a stable global reserve currency. By 1971, the issuance of new dollars
and dollar-for-gold redemptions had reduced the U.S. dollar’s gold coverage ratio to 18%.

HARD KNOCKS FOR FORT KNOX
The combination of diminishing gold reserves and an exponentially growing money supply called into question the
value of the U.S. dollar under Bretton Woods. This also compromised the ability for foreign holders to reasonably
believe dollars could be exchanged for gold at the official price of $35 per ounce.
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The consensus view during the early years of Bretton Woods was that the dollar was as
good as gold. Gold has no yield so central banks held interest-bearing Treasuries on the
assumption that they could always be converted to gold at a later time. By the early 1960s,
there was widespread recognition that the U.S. could never fulfill its commitment to
redeem all outstanding dollars for gold.
Despite this disturbing fact, central banks did not call the Fed’s bluff by selling their dollar
reserves. They had become hostage to the system. By the end of the decade, the problem
had intensified to the point that if any central bank attempted to convert its dollars to
gold, its domestic currency would rapidly appreciate above the levels that were pegged
under Bretton Woods. This would lead to severe economic slowdowns for any country who
challenged the U.S.
Throughout the 1960s, foreign central banks implicitly imported inflation as a result of
maintaining the exchange value of their currencies at the artificially low rates set in 1944.
The overvalued dollar led to trade deficits versus a sizable trade surplus for the United
States. Because of the undervaluation of non-U.S. currencies, Bretton Woods member
states were forced to expand their money supplies at rates that compromised price stability.
As foreign exporters converted dollars back to their local currencies, the dollar reserves on
central bank balance sheets continued to grow.
This surplus of dollars held by central banks, and subsequently invested in Treasury
securities, reduced the United States’ cost of borrowing and allowed the country to
consume beyond its means. Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, then finance minister of France

ECONOMIC ASIDE –
TRIFFIN’S DILEMMA:
Also known as Triffin’s
Paradox, this theory
states that global reserve
currency issuers, like
the United States, face
a conflict of interest
between their short
and long-term growth
objectives. To keep
a financial account
surplus, a reserve
currency issuer must
sustain increasingly large
trade deficits. In doing
so, they bring inflation
and unemployment
upon their domestic
economies, making their
exports less competitive
and reducing confidence
among their trading
partners.

referred to the situation as “America’s exorbitant privilege,” but he was only half right.
As Yale economist Robert Triffin noted in 1959, by taking on the responsibility of supplying
money to the rest of the world, the U.S. forfeited a significant amount of control over its
domestic monetary policy.

The End of the Golden Years
When Triffin introduced his theory to the world, he accurately predicted the collapse of
Bretton Woods and the end of an era of U.S. trade surpluses. Triffin told Congress that, at
some point, foreign central banks would become saturated with Treasury securities and
seek to redeem them for gold. However, because this would appreciate their currencies
and slow growth, it was difficult to envision a set of circumstances that would lead foreign
central banks to stop accumulating more dollars.
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By the middle of the 1960s, the U.S. was escalating the war in Southeast Asia while
expanding social welfare programs under Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society. As the U.S.
pursued a policy of both ‘guns and butter,’ its trading partners questioned the country’s
willingness to restore fiscal balance. Over time, the U.S. trade surplus deteriorated as
America imported more than it exported. Further, the increasing trade deficit in the U.S.
accelerated the accumulation of dollar reserves around the world. As a result of the
massive growth in reserves, the Bretton Woods nations saw domestic inflation rise by
an average of 5.2% during the 1960s, relative to U.S. inflation, which was 2.9%.
European countries began to consider that the price of dollar-denominated inputs such as
oil would fall dramatically if their currencies were revalued upward. By abandoning Bretton
Woods, they could reduce their domestic inflation by reasserting control over their domestic
money supply. However, the possibility of an exit from Bretton Woods had not been
contemplated in the original 1944 plan.

TREASURE BY TRADE?
Despite the overvalued dollar, the United States’ trade balance, also known as net exports, deteriorated during the
1960s. This coincided with slower GDP growth and the refusal of Bretton Woods nations to continue increasing their
dollar reserves.
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How would member states leave Bretton Woods? The answer could be found in Trffin’s
prediction. Forced to swap dollars for gold, the U.S. would have to admit that it could
no longer keep its pledge to exchange gold for $35 per ounce. Between Bretton Woods’
establishment in 1944 and its demise in August 1971, the U.S. exported almost half of its
gold reserves. In the 12 months leading up to the end of Bretton Woods, the Fed lost nearly
15% of its total gold reserves; a rate at which the U.S. would have depleted all of its reserves
in a short time. This led then-President Richard Nixon to abruptly end the dollar’s gold
convertibility by ‘closing the gold window.’
While the United States’ trading partners immediately reaped the benefits of reduced
inflation and cheaper imports, the end of gold convertibility for the dollar would set in
motion a decade of subpar growth and high inflation. In the early 1970s, members of the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) saw the purchasing power of
their dollar-denominated oil receipts rapidly erode. They seized the opportunity to raise
prices. Between 1973 and 1980, oil prices would rise by more than 1,000%. As a result,
during the 1970s, countries that had pursued relatively weaker currencies under Bretton
Woods began to seek relatively stronger exchange values to constrain their energy costs.
The resulting fall in demand for the dollar led to a drastic reduction in its purchasing power.

THE TABLES TURN
The price of oil rose dramatically during the 1970s. Meanwhile, the trade-weighted value of the dollar fell to new
lows. As a result, after Bretton Woods ended, nations sought currency values that were relatively stronger than
the dollar.
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Bretton Woods II: The Sequel
The early success of Bretton Woods, which relied upon weak currencies to successfully
promote exports looks surprisingly similar to the policies being practiced by central banks
around the world today. Some have referred to the current policies in foreign exchange
markets as Bretton Woods II. Although not officially acknowledged, central banks are once
again tacitly pegging their currencies to the dollar. As the U.S. is expanding its monetary
base through quantitative easing (QE), other countries have few options but to join this race
to the bottom. This situation is as unsustainable today as it was in the 1960s. (For a more
in-depth discussion, read one of my previous commentaries, The Return of Beggar-Thy-Neighbor.)
Once global growth begins to accelerate and capacity utilization increases, economic
bottlenecks will cause the price of inputs, such as energy, to rise. There will then be another
inflection point when countries will realize that by allowing their currencies to appreciate,
reduced import prices will spur productivity and domestic growth. This will happen when
it becomes apparent that the savings resulting from lower input prices exceeds the export
losses associated with a stronger currency. Though the timing of this event is difficult to
forecast, its occurrence will likely cause Bretton Woods II to collapse.

PLAY IT AGAIN UNCLE SAM?
Central banks from Brussels to Beijing are once again over allocated to U.S. Treasuries. At some point, these
institutions will seek greater portfolio diversification and the U.S. will lose its ability to foist debt on the rest of
the world.
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CHINA: A CASE STUDY

GOING DOWN?
Following Bretton Woods’ collapse,

China, with which the United States has a $300 billion trade deficit,

Japan reduced its Treasury holdings by
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Bretton Woods II collapses?
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WHEN IS ENOUGH ENOUGH?
As Chinese exporters exchange the dollars they receive as payment for RMB, the Peoples’ Bank of China acquires
more dollars, making itself vulnerable to imported inflation. At some point China will alter its course.
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Investment Implications: A Green Light for Gold
Gold was an important component of the Bretton Woods system. As a monetary anchor,
it provided stability for the dollar as a global reserve currency. With the demise of gold
convertibility under Bretton Woods, global price stability began to unravel. After being
depegged from its official price of $35 per ounce in 1971, gold rose by more than 2,000%
over the next 10 years. Investors migrate to gold when currencies no longer function
as good stores of value.
The U.S. gold coverage ratio, which measures the amount of gold on deposit at the Federal
Reserve against the total money supply, is currently at an all-time low of 17%. This ratio
tends to move dramatically and falls during periods of disinflation or relative price stability.
The historical average for the gold coverage ratio is roughly 40%, meaning that the current
price of gold would have to more than double to reach the average. The gold coverage ratio
has risen above 100% twice during the twentieth century. Were this to happen today, the value
of an ounce of gold would exceed $12,000.

BACK DOWN THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
Even with the gold coverage ratio at its historic low of 17%, if the Federal Reserve’s balance sheet grows by a further
$700 billion under the current round of quantitative easing, gold will increase to roughly $2,200 an ounce from its
current level of roughly $1,775.
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The possibility of an upward revaluation of the official price of gold should not be
minimized. Although I do not anticipate or advocate a return to the gold standard,
an upward revaluation of gold by one of more central banks is possible. If the Federal
Reserve, for instance, announced that it stood ready to purchase gold at $10,000 per ounce,
the gold-coverage ratio of the dollar would return to 75%, roughly where it stood at the
beginning of Bretton Woods. This could restore confidence in the value of the dollar if its
ultimate role as a reserve currency were to be challenged.
Gold’s industrial use only represents .03% of global GDP. Therefore, its upward revaluation
would not cause a significant economic shock associated with rising input prices. Likewise,
a higher price would probably not affect the behavior of the world’s largest holders, which
are central banks and sovereign wealth funds.
Prescient investors should consider making allocations to gold and other precious metals
as a hedge against the erosion of purchasing power of the dollar as well as for the potential
upside from positive market price appreciation or a possible intervention at the policy
level. Despite the sizable appreciation in gold prices in the last decade, gold is far from
overvalued. This makes gold a low-risk investment and leads me to believe that gold will
never again trade below $1,600 an ounce.

The Precarious Balance Continues
Almost 70 years later, the global monetary system is still living in the long shadow of Bretton
Woods. Triffin’s views are as relevant today as they were when they were first published
more than half a century ago. The current paradox in the global monetary system is as
unsustainable as it was under the original Bretton Woods Agreement. The exact timing of
an inflection point for Bretton Woods II remains unclear, and although it is not imminent,
its eventual occurrence is virtually certain. As was the case in the 1960s, a reversal of the
acquisition of Treasuries by foreign central banks will cause a major shift in global capital
flows and insecurity about the value of dollar-based assets, particularly Treasuries.
The most likely outcome will be renewed support for precious metal, which functions as a
store of value and a hedge against currency depreciation. In contrast to the 1960s, bullion is
free to float at market prices and gold markets have already begun discounting a future set
of circumstances which is much different from today. The time to buy insurance on the end
of Bretton Woods II is before the inevitable occurs.
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None of this should come as a surprise given the unorthodox growth of central bank
balance sheets around the world. The collapse of Bretton Woods in 1971 caused a decade of
economic malaise and negative real returns for financial assets. Can anyone afford to wait to
find out whether this time will be different?
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